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Erin Dorney’s debut, I Am Not Famous Anymore, is a collection of 
erasure poems sourced from media interviews with Shia LaBeouf. 
Erasure is a form of poetry created by erasing words from an 
existing text and framing the result on the page as a poem. The 
poems in I Am Not Famous Anymore are sourced from interviews 
published in Rolling Stone, Dazed, GQ, The Guardian, The New 
York Times, Playboy, and Cosmo Girl, among other publications. 

“...strange and surreal while simultaneously being tragic and 
hilarious. Perfect.” —Chelsea Martin

“When at its best, the art of the erasure is not the simple removal of 
language, but the work of finding the threads resting underneath 
what already exists. In I Am Not Famous Anymore, Erin Dorney 
is both puzzle-maker and puzzle-solver, chipping away at Shia 
LaBeouf and making something newer, and more glistening. This 
book is so immersive and so transformative in its ambition that 
one will forget that they are reading the words someone else 
once spoke into the air. And I suppose that is the trick, isn’t it? 
To make a reader care about that which they didn’t care about 
before.” —Hanif Abdurraqib

“As LaBeouf’s meta-modern sensibilities have rendered him tabloid 
fodder at times, one imagines he’d appreciate Dorney’s nuanced, 
ironic, and moving interventions. Here, the private becomes public 
becomes private becomes public again, culminating in the ‘fifth 
iteration / of a chance to believe.’” —Dora Malech

Other blurbs by Jenni B. Baker, Lara Mimosa Montes, and Aaron Burch. 

For more information or to request an interview:  
Elizabeth Travis at masonjarpress@gmail.com
To host Erin for a workshop or reading:  
Erin Dorney at erin@erindorney.com
Mason Jar Press
Baltimore, Maryland
masonjarpress.xyz
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